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Finding Rational Gaps in the Published Knowledge Base 

 
Result of 10 Question Focus Group Analysis 

 
1. State-of-the-Art - Which performance attributes are most sensitive to future 

technological change?  What performance and rate of change should be expected and 
exploited?  Which products and conops will be impacted most? 

 
2. Documentation and Sponsorship - Where, in what forms, and how well are these 

technologies defined and documented?  Which organizations and agencies are proposing 
and advancing each technology option?  Which agencies and technology thrusts sponsor 
each option?  What is the magnitude, priority, and expected duration of sponsorship?  
Which product sponsors are or should be involved?   

 
3. Maturity and Risk in Development - What milestones have these technologies 

achieved?  What performances have they demonstrated?  What critical questions or 
demonstrations remain?  How early and with what confidence could these be deployed? 

 
4. Affordability and Shared Development – What cost/performance is expected?  What 

future demonstration/development costs remain?  What economies of scale exist or are 
required?  What is the total customer base for this technology/ product?  What groups or 
agencies are promoting their shared use and development? 

 
5. Evolving Vision, Needs, and Deficiencies – What visions, roadmaps, and world events 

detail the nature or potential for future change?  In what ways do these visions agree or 
disagree?  What justifications, opportunities, and dangers do they emphasize?  In light of 
these, what deficiencies have or will appear?  What platforms products and missions 
areas will be most affected? 

 
6. Product Opportunities - What are the windows for technology transition?  What new 

products are necessitated by future visions and world events?  Which products will 
become obsolescent as new technologies push the performance envelope?  What needs 
are projected in product roadmaps?  Which products are deficient or disappearing? 

 
7. Technology Options – What technologies resolve a product need or deficiency?  Which 

have the maturity and affordability required?  Now soon, on what schedule, could they 
impact product capabilities?  What thrusts have integrated and tested this technology?  
Will it expand the product customer base and support a long lifecycle of product 
evolution and cost reduction? 

 
8. Platform Opportunities – What new platforms, models, or life extensions have or must 

be programmed?  Which strategies, conops, roadmaps, visions, notational architectures, 
or mission area deficiencies define new design or operational requirements?  In the years 
considered, which technologies could offer mature functional solutions?  Which notional 
products or integrated architectures become feasible with a new platform buy? 



 
9. Product and Integration Options – What systems engineering methodologies and 

proposed or demonstrated architectures address the functional and operational 
requirements?  Which products, agencies, and commercial sources offer solutions?  What 
information, demonstrations, or proposals do they offer? 

 
10. Knowledge Base – Does the knowledge base succeed in answering the questions above?  

Does it represent every important feature in sufficient detail?  Are the choices represented 
fairly?  Do its rational models show the potential impacts of future change?  Does it make 
maximal use of existing documents and sources?  Can it be used to organize, integrate, 
and index every relevant electronic document and work product? 

 


